Precision
With the exception of the UD320A35V unit, all models are bipolar, even though not all loads require bipolar operation. But, by using standard off-the-shelf units, development costs were minimized.
Appendix B lists each power supply, by model, with its magnet load. The total AC power requirements for all of these units are estimated at 13. This supply is used to power the six main dipoles in series. It can be seen as the cabinet on the left in Figure 1 .
This supply is a thyristor controlled supply using the same design, but slightly different rating, as the 77 medium range power supplies built for the SNS at ORNL.
This supply is controlled by a standard BNL Power Supply Interface (PSI).
BOP 50-20GL, Kepco
Ratings: 50V, 20A, 100ppm Qty: 5
This supply is used where higher voltage is needed, typically where there is more than one coil in series as a load. All five units can be seen mounted in the cabinet on the right in Figure 1 .
These switch mode supplies are a high precision version of the standard Kepco h power BOP. The extra precision is obtained by closing the current loop around a zero flux current sensor (ZFCT) and adding additional output filtering to reduce the output ripple to a le consistent with the higher precision. igh vel
Figure 1. IE Power & Kepco Supplies
Control of these supplies will be by RS-232.
Shim Amplifier 892, Danfysik
Ratings: 10A, 15V, 100ppm Qty: 34
All 34 supplies, plus two spares, are shown in Figure 2 . Each crate consists of a bulk power supply and six regulators. Each regulator has a front end switc pre-regulator followed by a linear bridge. The high stability is maintained by an on-board ZFCT.
hing H eft These power supplies are scaled down versions of the 20A, 70V low field correctors designed for the ORNL SNS. By reducing the power, these were able to be packaged in a compact configuration, and used to power shim windings on MRI machines. It's also very useful for us to have this many high precision power supplies in a small volume.
Each channel can be individually manually controlled by the controller seen at the top of the l cabinet. It has the capability to address and control up to 256 regulators.
In operation, these supplies will be controlled by a RS-485 line. ompleting the system is a 2U blower ach regulator accepts (via the interface card) one analog current set point, and returns one n RS-232 digital interface, which includes the ADC and DAC functions is under development at This magnet corrector power supply system was designed at SLAC, and built to their specification by BiRa.
Each crate contains one analog interface board and up to 16 M regulator cards that can be configured as 2A, 6A, or 12A by means of a programming daughter board.
T commercial unipolar power supply. In our application, these are Genesys 30V, 50A units. C assembly which goes between the bulk power supply and the crate. It draws air from the front panel through a filter and directs it up between the cards. igure 3. BiRa Power Supplies F E analog current read back. These signals will come from VME DACs and ADCs in the control crate. In addition, each crate has a group interlock, and group status.
A SLAC, but is not completed at this time.
Rack Layout
The magnet power supplies are all located in a room above the transmitter water room. The arrangement of racks is shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Power Supply Rack Layout

Construction Status
All of the magnet power supplies have been delivered, and are nearly fully installed mechanically. Work will continue with installing cables for AC power to the equipment, DC cables from the equipment to the magnets, and control cables from the control system to the power supplies.
This work should be completed by June 2010.
Commissioning Plans
All of the power supplies have been tested at the factory, and there are no technical complexities to commissioning these supplies. The control interface design will be tested prior to the actual magnet loads being connected and the final system testing will proceed as the magnet loads are connected. 
Magnet Configuration by Sector
